
 
Shooting Range 
“First shot range” has been removed. Clicking on the attack button will now make you fire 
automatically once you are in maximum shooting range -> range bots will no longer work! 
 
Cannons, Salvos and Stats 
The best damage/reloading speed/range is now determined by the best mix of cannons on a ship. 
Instead of firing different salvos with different cannons and having to e.g. spend blackpowder for 
each salvo, all cannons now fire at the same time. 
Example:  
The player A conquers the sea with his Pinasse "Nutshell". He owns 5x 30-pounder and 1x 50-
pounder. 
 
Reload speed 
Current system 

- 30 pound cannon: Hitchance: 45%, Range: 18, Reload Speed: 10;  
- 50 pound cannon: Hitchance: 75%, Range: 25, Reload Speed: 7;  

 
So there would be two attacks at different times. One every 10 seconds, one every 7 seconds.  
 
New System 
total reload speed / amount of cannons: (5 x 10sec + 1 x 5sec) / 6 cannons = 9.166; 
 
Now our user feels that this is too slow, and decides to spend some pearls on another 50 pounder. 
His new reload value is now: (5 x 10sec + 2 x 5sec) / 7cannons = 8,5714 seconds; 
 
(Just imagine that the crew who originally only loaded the 50-pounders now helps loading the 30-
pounders as well. :) ) 
 
Hit-chance 
The same player now has a hit-chance with the full salvo of an average of (5 x 45% + 2 x 75%) / 7 
cannons = 53% - That means more than half his cannons now hit – this is the same average as if we 
would still calculate two cannon sets. 
 
Range 
Example: 
Player A has a Big Buccaneer and is 50x 30-pounders (range 18) and 55x Admiral Cannons (range 30).  
 
(50 x 18 + 55 x 30) / 105 = 24.28 range. If he removes 25x 30-pounders, the range goes up to 26.25 
 
Player B has 225 Admiral Cannons 
Hit-Chance: 225 x 75 / 225 = 75%  
Range: 225 x 30 / 225 = 30 
 
Crit Rate and Crit Damage 
Basically all cannons without crit are calculated as 0% 
 
Example: 
Player B bought 50x 60-pounders and improved them with crystals to LVL5 and has 55x Admiral 
Cannons. 
 
(50 x 20% + 55 x 0%) / 105 = 9.523% Crit chance. 
 



(50 x 20% + 55 x 0%) / 105% = 9.523% Bonus Damage plus 20% base crit damage = 29.523%  
 
 
ELP Buffs and Stacking 
All values are added up to give the final value. Buffs giving "double xy" are considered 100%.  
 
Example for ELP buffs adding to the calculation: 
- One ELP for use of cannon x 
- Two ELP for use of ammunition y 
- 25% bonus ELP for a buff you currently have 
- 100% bonus ELP for a subscription you currently have 
 
The final calculation is: shot count x (100% + 25%) + shot count x (1 + 2).  
 
For 105 shots: 105 x (1 + 1.25) + (105 x 3) = 239,25 
 
Performance improvements 
The new system also increases the game’s performance as we have less shots to calculate and less 
server messages to send. This should be noticeable especially during peak hours. 
 


